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(乃ntemporary democracy has degenerated into‘‘publicracy，’’a failure or misuse

of democracy，distorted and manipulated by the dominion of systematized power due

to the lack of social consensus．A better future for democracy depends on a retum to

rationality and transformation from‘‘opinion-centered democracy’’into‘‘knowledge-

centered democracy．”A democratic system based on a‘‘two-vote(for and against)

voting program"and“Jizi democracy’’based upon the intellectual resources furnished

by the ancient Chinese philosopher JiziⅥrould ensure that democracy makes more

reasonable and wiser public choices through technological advances， so that

democracy inVolVing the aggregation of preferences win be replaced by“knowledge-

weighted democracy，” thereby discovering and implementing a focal point of the

heart and mind．

A Ch锄giIlg World and the ReVival of a埘s蜘呐翰I Pe体pective 吼e72 L如i孢·24·

Since its beginning，the modern world has taken capital as its guiding principle．

With the adVance of history， the inherent contradictions of the principle of capital

have by now been confronted with a change of course． Historical materialism

combines the principle of“reality／contradiction”with that of“history／development．’’

CIoncretely applied to the analysis of capitalist society， this provides ideological

resources for the reViVal of the historical perspective in a changing world marked by

“the rise of the East and the decline of the West．’’A view guided by historical

materialism is rooted in the thematic orientation of historicity， which can effectively

guide insights into the nature of human activity and contemporary society，thus has a

theoretical advantage in grasping current、7lrorld problems． The tendency to

delocalization and neutrality in current Chinese philosophical scholarship is

consciously or unconsciously far distant from the realities of Chinese society． Only

when rooted in the process of real life， basing itself on the obj ectivity of the lik

world，and grasping the historical nature of facts can philosophy truly“let the facts

speak” and thus demonstrate its own e】【istential meaning as it participates in

contemporary issues．
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Jurisdiction and sovereignty are key concepts in the lineage of international law．

The separation of j urisdiction and sovereignty determines or affects the evolution of

the world order． In the era of great geographical discoveries， the Treaty of

TordesiUas established a global extension of j urisdiction，but Spain and Portugal did

not achieve real j urisdiction over the land masses and islands they discoVered； the

Westphalian system initially established a territorial order under、^mich a country’s

j urisdiction began to correspond to its sovereign territorial boundaries； and in the

colonial era， the European powers represented by Britain separated j urisdiction and

sovereignty through extraterritoriality，leading to the coexistence of the Westphalian

sovereignty order and the imperial order． In the era of globalization， transnational

issues arise frequently． Extraterritorial regulation has become a tool for the United

States’unilateral handling of extraterritorial issues，in a unilateral order that coe)【ists

with the intemationallegal order established after World War II and based on the

United Nations Charter．7roday’s world is undergoing unprecedented major changes

not seen for a century． Extraterritorial regulations based on unilateralism，

protectionism， and hegemonism pose a threat to world peace and development．

Reexamining j urisdiction theory enables us to implement extraterritorial regulation

based on community j u“sdiction theory； extend j urisdiction in a predictable and

acceptable way； build a community jurisdiction mechanism of mutual recognition，

mutual trust， and reciprocity； provide convincing plans f6r j urisdiction outside

community j urisdiction arrangements； and ultimately promote the construction of a

Community of Shared Future for Mankind．

The 100-ye”Developm哪t and Su∞e鳃f山Expen蚰ce of Lit哪tulle aIm Art under the

L．eade体hip of the CPC Z矗口孢g Qi孢g，孢i72·67·

The cause of literature and art is an important undertaking of the Cbmmunist

Party of China(CPC)and the people，so is the literature and art front．The century

of development of literature and art under the leadership of the CPC has been a

process of continuous exploration，development，creation，surpassing and perfection，

showing the outstanding wisdom and artistic ability of the CPC’s literature and art

work．It has always stuck to serving the people， taking the road of sinicization of

IⅥar)【ist literature and art， correctly handling the relationship between politics and

literature， and actively exploring and innovating． The CPC has accumulated rich

experience in the literature and art environment， communication platforms and

leadership style，and this has become the historical basis of sticking to the Party’s

leadership in literature and art and to the“Four Matters of Confidence’’of the New
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Era．From now on the work of the leadership of literature and art must be guided by

Xi J inping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era，must

strengthen top-level design in terms of systems， concepts and methods， and must

lead the majority of literature and art workers to forge glittering new historical

achievements．

Fr哪“S籼ti蚰of P0愀心’to“Exerci∞of硒glI心’ C口i Li如以g·87

The formatiVe mechanism of usulruct affects the structure and capacity of the

real rights system， and thus contains great potential for theoretical innovations in

property law． The theory of the grafting the separation of specific powers has

involved useful theoretical explorations in terms of explaining the usufruct system in

China’s pr}Civil Code era； however， it fails to go beyond the paradigm of the

established theory of the separation of powers and does not j ettison the inherent flaws

of that paradigm． The Civil Code enriches the categories of usufruct rights and

provides a scheme for the legal implementation of allocating and sharing land and

other factors of production through market mechanisms， premised on adherence to

socialist public ownership． In the era of the Civil Code， constructing a generative

mechanism for usufruct with the logical thread of the theory of the eXercise of rights

is beneficial to bridging the gap between existing theories and institutional practice

and enhancing the explanatory power of theory． This will also lay a theoretical

foundation for the establishment of a multi—layered usufruct system．

Par：adi舯shifts in the AppH伪ti蚰of the Pr叩oni蚰aUty Principle

Ji口咒g j：如咒gj娩P咒·106·

The proportiomlity principle is undergoing a paradigm shift．In terms of scope，

its influence has expanded from countries to regions to the、^，orId and has permeated

public and private law initially and then other sectors oflaw；in terms of functional

position，it has retained its basic traditional function of rights protection while at the

same time eXtending its function to complex pattems of power a110cation； and in

terms of applied forms，it is further manifested as the normative proposition of a legal

principle and accompanies the progress of judicial application．As a methodology，it

has become a criterion for the construction of‘‘means／ends’’rationality．Apart from

the nature and characteristics of the proportionality principle itself， an inseparable

reason for these paradigm shifts has been the transformation of the idea of rule of law

and the influence of globalization amid generational change． We must give serious

thought to exploring pathways to the sinicization of the proportionality principle’s

paradigm shift．The basic position should be to break through the principle’s limited

application in public law and follow the path of“unity amid differentiation．”The
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theoretical basis of unity is exploration of the transformatiVe path of the

proportionality principle in the sense of “no sectoral legal differences，’’ while

“differentiation"means exploring the particularity of the principle’s application to

specific disciplines．

The Value of C叩ital in the Socialist Market E咖伽呵 Z矗。锐D口竹·128·

】Ⅵodernity is a philosophical representation of modern society in which capital

serves as the central concept． Why can socialism with Chinese characteristics be

10cated in modernity and at the same time surpass it? According to historical

materialism， the economic base determines the superstructure． By intervening in

production relations， socialist public ownership and its capital form take contr01 of

the traditional 109ic of capital． Activating the civilized side of capital， they oVercome

capital’ s production contradictions while avoiding being sucked into capitalist

metaphysics． China’s modernization， marked by a socialist market economy and

publicly owned capital， is a viable s01ution to the modernity dilemma for human

societv to realize the 1iberation of mankind．

Ho啷ehold M柚age】ment and Its spirit吼l Dyn锄ics in the Course of Chim’s

Ind吣triaH鼢ti蚰：rnle Ca鸵of the Ma蚓ve Ind吣埘al Cl吣te体in Ch粕To帅，H City，

Zhejiang Province F“肌i·146。

Since reform and opening up， China has made remarkable achievements in

industrialization． One important form of this industrialization is the massive county’-

1evel industrial clusters that enrich the concrete connotations of China’s road to

modernization． Household management， as an important part of such clusters， is a

local social phenomenon that merits in_depth study． In industrial production， the

family has always been an independent and rational business decision-making unit

which continuously invests its accumulated wealth into industrial development．In the

course of the production process，industrial households evince a“do or die”state of

mind． This is crucial for the rapid growth and continuous upgrading of China’s

industrialization in rural areas with weak foundations，and is also a significant mental

factor in the China Miracle．Chinese—style intergenerational relations and family ethics

are the inner spiritual force of household management； they proVide an essential

perspective for understanding China’s rIlodernization model and developing a China．

specific knowledge system．

syst啪Co璐tructi蚰in Ancient Chine鸵Art Z^口，lg凡·166

The rich system underlying the emergence，evolution and deployment of ancient
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Chinese art can be presented on the basis of ancient Chinese culture and from the

perspective of classical Chinese．Using general trends in the deVelopment of classical

culture and the vocabulary changes and semantic transformations of the language

associated with it， we demonstrate the full face of“art" as it expanded broadly

through ancient China； that is， we take the origin of Zi一议肥，z_yi (ritual——beauty／

appearance—technique)as a whole．The art of ritual emphasizes the ritual techniques

of the pre—e西n period；the art of nterature emphasizes the high status of the written

language in the Han dynasty；the arts of necromancy，astrology，medicine，etc．deal

with the structure of the cosmic void and actuality following the Wei and J in

dynasties；the art of 1eisure stems from the aesthetic consciousness of literati gardens

from the mid-Tang and Song dynasties； with the Song capitals also being

distinguished for the art of performance found in their entertainment venues；and the

art of craftsmanship founded on刀圮Bo以。厂Di优"P Cr妒s(kaogong j i)and weU

developed in the!沁ng dynasty． These six types of art not only represent the main

trend of the times in the development of classical art，but also became components of

an art system that developed unceasingly in ancient China．

H锄and Ta呜Preced蚰ts and the PoIiti岱of the Five哪ties and TenⅪ增do哪
HP玩^o行g·186

Under the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms，Han and Tang precedents played

an important r01e in Chinese history as the country moved from division to

integration．The good governance of the Han and Tang was constantly narrated and

imitated in the political setting of the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms．In political

propaganda and the construction of regime legitimacy， rulers claimed descent from

Han and Tang emperors or famous officials， indicating the political message of the

Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms’ inheritance of Han and Tang rule． This

demonstrates a distinctive feature of the era：rulers“traced back to histo“cal roots”

instead of “constructing the Mandate of Heaven” and “winner take an．” The

systemic reconstruction of the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms aimed to achieve the

continuation of policies and stability of rule by imitating and following the old Han

and Tang precedents． Han and Tang govemance， with its emphasis on the

significance of virtuous rule， benevolence， and civil administration， was regarded as

an ideal political model， and returning to the unity of the Han and 7I、ang dynasties

was thus established as the direction of governance of the Five Dynasties and Ten

Kingdoms． This process presents a new

cognitive framework of the rise and fall of

perspectiVe that allows us to discard the

dynasties and of the difference in p01itical

systems between border peoples and the Han． This offers a new Viewpoint that

enables us to go deep into the inner spirit of political operations and ideas and obser、，e

the continuous nature of Chinese history．
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